
IDENTITY & ACCESS 
MANAGEMENT (IAM) 
HEALTH CHECK WORKSHOP
As the traditional perimeter dissolves, security strategy and processes are 
evolving to support and secure the need for anytime, anywhere data and 
application access. Without a physical boundary to hold against attack, how do 
you know where your security efforts should be focused?

SECURITY

PROTECTING USERS 
PROTECTS THE ORGANIZATION
People are now the front line of defense. Identity is the new perimeter. 
Securing access to your corporate assets means protecting users and 
their identities—your employees, customers and partners. 

The Sirius IAM Health Check Workshop is designed to help you improve 
your IAM strategy and overall security stance by providing an independent 
review of your current program, delivering detailed, actionable 
recommendations, and sharing best practices that we’ve helped hundreds 
of organizations implement. Our approach is vendor-neutral and focused 
on the best outcomes for your organization. 

OBJECTIVES
The IAM Health Check Workshop is led by a Sirius principal 
consultant or senior solutions architect in the IAM practice. 
These individuals are highly skilled, with years of implementation 
experience in providing recommendations and knowledge of 
best practices. This workshop  is designed to help you create a 
strategic roadmap toward a robust IAM program.

Benefits:

• Gain an independent review of your 
current IAM process and solutions.

• Learn best practices successfully 
implemented by hundreds of other 
organizations.

• Receive detailed, vendor-neutral 
recommendations for improving 
your IAM strategy and your security 
posture.

Focus is on these areas:

• Independent evaluation of your current program

• Identifying key challenges and areas of improvement

• Recommending incremental improvements based on 
industry best practices

• Outlining costs, time frames and benefits for the 
IAM improvement process
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FORMAT
Your Sirius team will conduct the workshop within a 
framework that includes these key elements:

• Strategy: Review of existing IAM strategy and drivers

• Challenges: Identify current high-priority challenges

• Current State: Assess existing policies, processes, tools and 
integrations

• Evaluation: Provide a list of potential paths for improvement 
based on the current environment

• Recommendations: Propose an action plan that factors time, 
cost and resources to yield the best results

DELIVERABLES
At the conclusion of the workshop, you will receive a 
Workshop Summary that will outline the details of the 
topics covered, identify any gaps and issues found, and 
present high-level recommendations and solutions.

TIMELINE
Deliverable Start End

4-hr workshop led by Sirius Day 1 Day 1

Workshop summary development Day 2 Day 14

Executive review Final Day Final Day

PARTICIPANTS
Sirius recommends that members of your IAM/provisioning, 
security and audit teams be involved so that the appropriate 
stakeholders are part of the collaborative process towards 
successful outcomes.

WHAT TO EXPECT
While every organization is unique and it’s possible that 
elements of your engagement would vary, the following 
workshop execution process has been refined and improved 
over time and through numerous client engagements:

1. Set-up an introductory call with all involved parties to 
review the plan and expected outcomes.

2. Schedule a one-hour meeting that includes the identified 
participants and stakeholders.

3. Gather all material and determine any gaps in needed 
information.

4. Produce a list of key findings.

5. Present the results and takeaways of the workshop to 
executive sponsors.

PRICING
This service is provided at a flat rate, which is available from 
your Sirius client executive.


